{A n }, discretely normally separated by some sequence of subsets {B n }, is uniformly separated by {B n }.
Proof. Suppose the space is uc and f n a characteristic function for n, then / = sup n inf(w, 2nf n ) and g = sup w / ra are continuous, and so uniformly continuous, that is, there is an entourage V such that (x, y) Ç V implies I/O) -f(y)\ < § and \g(x) -g(y)\ < \. If x is in A n , then n -\ <f(y) < n + \ and \ < g (y) . g(y) ^ 0 follows y G J3 m for some m, and thus we have g(y) = / ro (y), § <f m (y), w < 2mf m (y), f(y) =m 1 n-^<m<n + J, m = n, which means F(^4 W ) C B n . For the converse, suppose / is a function on the space, consider the following closed intervals in the real line (n and k are integers and positive integers respectively) : Since {^4 W } is discretely normally separated by \B n ), there is an entourage V\ with Vi{A^) C. B n for all n. Similarly, for the closed intervals
there is an entourage V 2 with F 2 (C W ) C D n . Any point of the space belongs to some A n W C n . Let (x, y) G F C Vi C\ V 2 , and let x belong to A n , then 3; is in B n and |/(x) -f{y)\ < 1/&; similarly for C n .
COROLLARY. For any topological space 5, the coarsest uc-structure °7i is generated by the relations
where {A n } is any sequence of closed subsets, discretely normally separated by the sequence {B n \ of open subsets.
Proof* If U is as stated and V £ ^ taken such that V(A n ) C B n for all n (by Theorem 1), then V C £7; in fact, if (x, 3/) Ç F and x or 3/ lies in VJ ^4 W , then (x, y) £ Bjc X B k for some &, and otherwise (x, y) £ (S -W ^4 W ) X (5 -\J A n ), this shows F C U, and hence 17 G ^1 On the other hand, if W = {(x, 3>); |/(x) -/(3OI < e) for some function f on S and some real e > 0, then there are, by the proof of Theorem 1, two relations U and U' of the type considered such that U C\ U r C W. Since these W generate ^, the same holds for the U.
It is easily seen that the structure defined in this corollary is compatible with the original topology when the space is completely regular. *This proof, neater than the original, is due to the referee.
Let us now give some spaces on which the coarsest uc-structure and the e-structure (7) are equivalent. DEFINITION Proof. Let \A n ) be discrete in a normal uc-space, then we have, by a simple induction, a disjoint sequence of open subsets B n containing A n for every n, and, by the above remark, an entourage V such that V(A n ) C B n , that is, V(A m ) Pi A n = 0. To prove the converse, let {B n } discretely normally separate {A n } in a space S satisfying the property in the assertion, then there are entourages V x and V 2 with Vi(B m )(~\B n = 0, m ^ n, F 2 (W A n ) r\(S -yj B n ) = 0, and we have V(A n ) C B n for V C V 1 H V 2 and for each n. , yl w } is shrinking, and put
Since {J5 W } is discrete, {F n \ is shrinking, so that there is an entourage V with V{F n ) C F tt _i, that is, F(^m) H .4, = 0.
COROLLARY. ^4 normal space is uc if and only if for any decreasing sequence
F 1 D Gi D . . . D ^ D G w D • .
. ^/ closed F n and open G n with vacuous intersection, there is an entourage V with Gn-, D V(F n ) for n>2.
We shall now apply Theorem 1 to find the condition under which the product space of metric spaces is uc. We already know the various equivalent conditions a metric space to be uc (1; 2), which are of course easily verified also by using the above theorems. Let us recall some of them for later use; for this, it is convenient to define the following. A subset A of a space 5 is said to be uniformly isolated in S if there is an entourage V in S such that for every point x in A, V(x) contains no point of S except for x. THEOREM 
(2, Theorem 1). A metric space S is uc if and only if it satisfies one of the following equivalent conditions. (i) A set of all but finitely many members of a discrete sequence of points in S is uniformly isolated in S.
(
ii) A set of all but finitely many points of the subset which has no accumulation point in S is uniformly isolated in S.

LEMMA. If a product space S = H aeZ S a is uc, then so also is S' = U aeY S a for any Y C Z.
Proof. We may suppose S' is a uniform subspace of S. We can make up, from a function / on S', an extension g over 5 by defining g{x) = f(x f ) for every x of S, where x' is a projection of x on S. THEOREM 
A product space S of infinitely many metric spaces S a is uc if and only if (i) 5 is compact, or
(ii) all but finitely many factor spaces are one-point-spaces and (1) all are uniformly isolated or (2) all are finite except for one which is a non-compact and non-uniformly isolated uc-space.
Proof. The verification of the "if" part is obvious, and is hence passed over. Let us suppose 5 is uc and not compact, and so there is a factor space, say 5 0 , including a discrete sequence {x n } of points; we may then, by the Lemma and Theorem 5, assume that every x n is isolated. When there is a countable number of spaces Si, S 2 , . . . , every one of which includes two points at least, we take a neighbourhood G n of a point y n in S n for every n 9 e 0 such that S n includes a point which does not belong to G n .
where Z(n) is the set of all indices excepting 0, 1, . . . , n, is a neighbourhood of a point p n of 5 whose projection on So (or Su 1 < i < n) is x n (or y t ). {p n } is discretely normally separated by {H n }, but we cannot find an entourage V in 5 such that V(p n ) C H n for all n. Consequently all but finitely many factor spaces, for example, excepting So, Si, ... , S n , are one-point-spaces. If Si, i 9^ 0, has an accumulation point, then So X S t includes a discrete sequence of points which are not isolated, this, by Theorem 5, contradicts the Lemma. Therefore all S t except So have no accumulation point, that is, uniformly isolated by Theorem 5. If So has no accumulation point, it is also uniformly isolated. If So has an accumulation point, S it % 5^ 0, cannot have infinitely many points just as above.
Remarks.
The condition in order that every bounded function on a space is uniformly continuous is well known (6) , so Theorem 1 is essentially new for a non pseudo-compact space. In a uc-space, pseudo-compactness follows from precompactness, which is generalized in the following definition. The generalized concept closely relates to a property of a uniform space, which may be called uniform pseudo-compactness, as shown in Theorem 7, a generalization of Theorem 2 of (2). 
